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How much worship should we include in our prayer time?  

We recommend that you use the worship portions of your time to set your prayer focus and maintain focus 

throughout the event. How much music you include is up to you. Most teams begin with an abbreviated song set 

at the beginning of the time block....and then interweave songs throughout the rest of the prayer time. Also, most 

teams undergird the entire prayer time with instrumental music. However, that is not required. Once again, how 

you design your time is up to you. 

Do we need to provide our own sound person?  

GKPP will be getting individuals to help with sound during the event. However, you may want to bring your own 

sound person to adjust things as your band is accustomed. 

Do we need to provide our own IMAG person?  

Yes, each band needs to provide their own slide person. We recommend that this person arrives a 1/2 hour in 

advance so that they can be given some basic instructions before your set begins. (Our ProPresenter 6 on a 27” 

iMac system is very user friendly!) 

When can our band do a sound check?  

We are not offering a sound check prior to the event. We suggest that worship teams start with a couple songs 

that are technically simple and allowing for adjusting balances on the fly. 

What do we do about our song lyrics?  

Please submit your song titles (with CCLI numbers) at least five days before the event. If you are doing songs that 

do not have a CCLI number, please submit the lyrics seven days in advance. You can send your list to: 

songlist@gkpp.org. 

When should we show up at the event?  

Bands should arrive at least 1/2 hour before your assigned time. This allows you time to get a sense for what the 

Lord has been doing before you begin your worship set. Remember that the idea is for there to be a smooth flow 

between from one group to the next. 

How do we transition on and off the stage?  

We recommend that your lead instrument (piano/guitar) should join the band scheduled before you for the last 

few minutes of their time. This allows there to be music still going while the bands change. Then, have members of 

your team take their places one at a time. As your team transitions on, the other team slowly transitions off. This is 

also a good opportunity for the “watch leaders” to help keep people focused in prayer while the band transitions. 

We want to avoid having everyone silently watch the bands transition (and not participate in prayer or worship). 


